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A B S T R A C T   

Multi-scale and multi-domain mathematical models capable of modelling main electrochemical reactions, side 
reactions and heat generation can reduce the time and cost of lithium-ion battery development and deployment, 
since these processes decisively influence performance, durability and safety of batteries. Experimental evidences 
clearly indicate the importance of the interplay between electric and thermal boundary conditions, cell design 
and applied materials, side reactions as well as safety implications of batteries, which are not yet captured to a 
sufficient level by simulations models. As an answer to this challenge, the paper presents an advanced multi-scale 
battery modelling framework that can be seamlessly integrated into multi-domain models. The key hypothesis is 
that nanoscopic transport phenomena and resulting heat generation decisively influence the entire chain of 
mechanisms that can lead to the outbreak of the thermal runaway. This is confirmed by developing a multi-scale 
battery modelling framework that is based on the continuous modelling approach featuring more consistent 
virtual representation of the electrode topology and incorporating the coupled chain of models for heat gener-
ations and side reactions. As a result, the battery modelling framework intuitively yet insightfully elucidates the 
entire chain of phenomena from electric and thermal boundary conditions, over cell design and properties of 
applied materials to solid electrolyte interphase growth, its decomposition and subsequent side reactions at the 
anode, cathode and the electrolyte that lead to the thermal runaway. One of key results comprises multi-level 
main and side reaction driven heat transfer cross-talk between the anode and the cathode. Therefore, the pre-
sented advanced multi-scale battery modelling framework represents a contribution to the advanced virtual 
development of batteries thereby contributing to tailoring battery design to a specific application.   

1. Introduction 

Batteries are one of the key enablers for complying with the Paris 
Declaration on Climate Change. Batteries are also one of the most 
widespread energy storage devices and a key component in future en-
ergy systems and devices. They are thus enablers for more sustainable 
mobility and more user-friendly leisure applications, and with the 
introduction of renewable energy sources, they are gaining significance 
in energy applications. 

This broad range of applications shares certain common high-level 
objectives, which can be summarised as: higher energy and power 
density, prolonged life and increased safety of batteries, which will be 
produced using abundant materials, and which will comply with the 
principles of circular economy while simultaneously featuring low costs 
[1]. Additionally, this broad range of applications imposes several 
application-specific objectives, which cover operating temperatures, 

specific load profiles, and specific durability and safety criteria. There-
fore, a single design cannot optimally fulfil all these requirements. Thus, 
tailoring battery design to a specific application with the aim of 
approaching engineering limits presents a significant challenge. 

Hence, several types of active electrode materials, electrolytes, 
electron conducting materials, coatings and binders are used in the 
production of Li-ion batteries, e.g. [2]. Such a variety of materials also 
inherently reflects their different dynamics of main reactions, i.e. Li (de) 
intercalation dynamics [2], and even more pronounced differences in 
degradation and safety relevant side reactions. Regarding (de) interca-
lation dynamics, the materials and lattice structures dictate different 
equilibrium chemical potentials and diffusion paths in the host matrix, e. 
g. [3], while the size distribution of individual primary particles and 
secondary particles, that is, agglomerates, also influences overpotentials 
at different rates of (de) lithiation. 

In addition, it is well known that battery performance, and safety in 
particular, crucially depend on the degradation phenomena, which 
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occur at different time and length scales thus calling for advanced in situ 
and ex situ analysis techniques [4]. Batteries are subjected to several 
degradation phenomena [5], whereas the reactions of solid electrolyte 
interphase (SEI) formation, decomposition, and subsequent reactions 
between anode and electrolyte, i.e. SEI regeneration, are one of the 
prominent causes of the outbreak of the thermal runaway at slightly 
elevated temperatures, e.g. [6]. These exothermic reactions might in-
crease the temperature to a level promoting cathode-electrolyte re-
actions, e.g. [7], oxygen dissolution from active, in particular cathode, 
materials, e.g. [8], and electrolyte decomposition reactions [9]. 
Furthermore, dissolution of metal ions from the cathode, which is also 
promoted at elevated temperatures, and their transport to the anode 
further promotes growth of SEI, e.g. [10]. This chain of phenomena, 

which is associated with multiple exothermic reactions, is an important 
safety critical aspect of battery incorporating liquid electrolytes, e.g. 
[11]. 

Although there is a consensus on the strong impact of the SEI related 
phenomena on battery performance and safety, a nanoscopic under-
standing of how the SEI evolves with battery ageing remains limited due 
to the difficulty in characterising the structural and chemical properties 
of this sensitive interphase [12]. Different experiments have revealed 
that the SEI exhibits a dual-layer structure with a dense inner layer and a 
porous outer layer [13]. Furthermore, ref [12] also reports on the di-
versity of observed SEI morphologies suggesting that SEI growth is a 
highly heterogeneous process. This heterogeneity further aggravates by 
the facts that SEI growth rate and composition is influenced by (among 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 
AET Advanced Electrode Topology 
B + CF Binder and Conductive Filler 
DoD Depth of Discharge 
LFP Lithium Iron Phosphate 
LCO Lithium Cobalt Oxide 
LMO Lithium Manganese Oxide 
LPL Lithium plating 
NCA Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium oxide 
NCM Lithium Nickel Cobalt Manganese oxide 
RT Real Time 
SEI Solid Electrolyte Interphase 
STXM Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy 
TEM Transmission Electron Microscope 

Greek letters 
α Charge transfer coefficient [–] 
αpe Degree of conversion of the positive electrode active 

material [–] 
δ Thickness [m] 
∊ Porosity [–] 
η Overpotential [V] 
κ Liquid phase conductivity [S/m] 
λ Thermal conductivity [W/m K] 
μ Chemical potential [J/mol] 
Ω Regular solution parameter [J/mol] 
ω Fraction [–] 
Φ Potential [V] 
ϕ Ratio [–] 
ρ Density [kg/m3] 
σ Solid phase conductivity [S/m] 

Latin letters 
c Average concentration [mol/m3] 
n̂ unity vector normal to the surface [–] 
F Total free energy [J/mol] 
K Gradient penalty coefficient [eV/m] 
D Diffusion constant [m2/s] 
A Surface [m2] 
a Specific surface [m2/m3] 
Af Frequency factor [1/s] 
B Phase boundary strain [GPa] 
c Concentration [mol/m3] 
cp Specific heat [J/kg K] 

N→ Diffusion flux in solid [mol/m2s] 
Ea Activation energy [J/mol] 
F Faraday constant [As/mol] 

f± Activity coefficient [–] 
H Enthalpy of reaction [J/kg] 
h Specific enthalpy [J/mol] 
I Current density [A/m2] 
i Molar flux [mol/m2s] 
j Molar flux [mol/m2s] 
k0 Kinetic rate constant [m/s] 
kB Boltzmann constant [J/K] 
L Size [m] 
M Molar mass [kg/mol] 
P Permeability of the connection [m/s] 
q Heat generation per unit of volume [W/m3] 
R Gas constant [J/mol K] 
r Radial coordinate [m] 
s Specific entropy [J/mol K] 
T Temperature [K] 
t+ Transference number [–] 
U Standard potential [V] 
X Molarity [mol/m3] 
x Filling fraction [–] 

Subscripts or superscripts 
e Electrolyte 
k Particle index 
l Particle-to-particle connection index 
s Solid 
app Applied 
b + cf Binder and conductive filler 
brugg Bruggeman factor 
D Decomposition 
DC Direct-contact 
EC Ethylene carbonate 
eff Effective 
EQ Equilibrium 
FILM Passivated film 
Li Lithium 
Li,ts Lithium transport in solid 
Li-el Lithium-electrolyte 
LPL Lithium plating 
max Maximal 
ohm Ohmic 
react Reaction 
ref Reference 
rev Reversible 
SEI Solid Electrolyte Interphase 
SEID Solid Electrolyte Interphase Decomposition 
SURF Surface 
tot Total 
V Volume  
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others): electrolyte composition [14]; the electrolyte salt [15]; deposi-
tion of metals on the graphite electrode, e.g. [16]; smoothness of the SEI 
surface [17]. 

Limited understanding of how the SEI evolves with battery ageing 
further aggravates when addressing SEI decomposition and regeneration 
phenomena, e.g. [18]. The literature already offers several inspiring 
experimental calorimetric studies on the temperature ranges of the 
selected mechanisms and the resulting released heats that lead to the 
subsequent onset of thermal runaway [19]. However, detailed mecha-
nisms of the SEI decomposition and regeneration phenomena as well as 
subsequent reactions in the thermal runaway chain that comprise pre-
viously mentioned cathode-electrolyte reactions and electrolyte 
decomposition reactions as well as chemistry specific additional side 
reactions are even less researched and elaborated as SEI formation 
mechanisms owing to the complexity of the underlying mechanisms. 

One of the crucial approaches for tailoring battery design to a spe-
cific application and to cope with the addressed complexity of under-
lying phenomena relies on virtual prototyping in the early development 
phases being one of the key enablers of the front-loading of the devel-
opment process [1]. A huge variation space covering material selection 
and geometrical characteristics from the nano- to the macro-scale as 
well as the resulting reaction and transport phenomena occurring at 
very large spans of length- and time-scales inherently requires multi- 
scale modelling and simulation support to create high fidelity virtual 
prototypes, which are one of the enablers for achieving the listed ob-
jectives [20]. It is well known that a single computational model 
encompassing all relevant phenomena and scales is beyond the limits of 
current computing power and methods [21]. Current battery models are 
thus not yet capable of providing full answers to the multi-scale chal-
lenges [21] and, in particular, to address the interplay between electric 
and thermal boundary conditions, cell design and applied materials, side 
reactions and safety implications of batteries. Therefore, it is of utmost 
importance to further develop the building blocks of multi-scale 
modelling approaches, which is the main motivation of this paper. 

Currently, models on particular scales are, in general, tailored to 
simulate dedicated phenomena [21]. Hence, continuum scale has 
proven as an appropriate scale for supporting analyses on the level of a 
single electrochemical cell during long term transient simulations. In 
general, continuum porous electrode battery models are based on or 
inspired by the pioneering work in the field of porous electrode theory 
published by Newman et al. in 1975 [22]. As analysed in [3], Newman 
theory features certain deficiencies in the context of the present re-
quirements of advanced battery models. Namely, continuum models 
generally rely on an oversimplified topological representation of elec-
trodes, where particles in a model represent homogeneous and 
frequently spherical secondary particles. As analysed in [3] this can 
introduce significant deviations in transport properties for certain ma-
terials and topologies of secondary particles as for example for the 
lithium iron phosphate LixFePO4 (LFP). In addition, the concentrations 
and potentials of active cathode and anode particles are usually calcu-
lated by Fick’s second law of diffusion, e.g. [23] and fitted voltage vs. 
depth of discharge (DoD) curves. This might introduce fundamental 
physiochemical inaccuracies to the model that are usually further cor-
rected by the adjustment of fitting parameters rather than by incorpo-
rating upscaled fundamentals from atomistic- and mesoscale 
phenomena in the models. This leads to a compromised prediction 
capability of electric output of such models [3], whereas it even more 
profoundly influences intra-cell and intra-electrode transport 
phenomena. 

Electrochemical models, based on the Newman approach, are often 
upgraded with the thermal model, e.g. [24], where the energy equation 
is solved with the corresponding reversible and irreversible heat losses 
that originate from the local concentration and potential fields. Refer-
ences, such as [25,24] and many other, model combination of LFP 
cathode and graphite anode. These references do not consider inter 
primary particle exchange of Li, being inherent to this type of phase 

separating material at low currents and thus local overpotentials [26], 
thus disregarding heat generation sources associated with this transport 
phenomenon. Resultantly, these deficiencies are even more pronounced 
when modelling degradation phenomena, which are driven by local 
concentration, potential, and temperature fields. 

Several modelling approaches have already been developed to 
address the topic of side reactions or degradation phenomena. These 
range from first principle computations, e.g. [27] of specific degradation 
phenomena to phenomenological and empirical models of SEI and Li 
plating, e.g. [10], yielding model outputs on the continuum level, i.e. on 
a particle level or on the control volume/electrode level. Reference [18] 
proposes an insightful approaches for coupling a basic electrochemical 
model and degradation models relevant to the onset of thermal 
runaway. The proposed approach [18] is based on coupling plausible set 
of relevant degradation equations to the zero dimensional electro-
chemical battery model. Although such an approach offers several 
interesting results [18], Ref. [28] demonstrates importance of consid-
ering spatially resolved degradation phenomena coupled to the elec-
trochemical model when virtually assessing degradation phenomena 
during battery operation. Inspiring model of [28] was designed to study 
the interplay between SEI formation and Li plating and it, therefore, 
expectedly lacks of several equations of degradation mechanisms rele-
vant for the onset of thermal runaway. It can thus be concluded that the 
modelling framework encompassing the interplay between electric and 
thermal boundary conditions, cell design and applied materials, and 
thus spatially plausible representation of electrodes, side reactions and 
safety implications of batteries that is applicable for modelling these 
coupled phenomena during battery cycling is still missing. 

To provide an answer to these challenges and to further develop the 
building blocks of multi-scale modelling approaches, this paper pro-
poses an advanced multi-scale battery modelling framework that es-
tablishes a consistent causal chain from material properties, 
crystallographic structure of the cathode material, over electrode to-
pology, main and side reactions and heat generation to the outbreak of 
thermal runaway. This is achieved by originating from the recently 
published advanced porous electrode modelling framework based on 
more consistent virtual representation of the electrode topology [3] and 
developing an advanced multi-scale battery modelling framework 
capable of incorporating the coupled chain of models for main transport 
and electrochemical phenomena, side reactions and heat generation. 
The modelling framework thus innovatively introduces cross- 
influencing terms between governing equations for modelling main 
and side reactions as well as heat generation. It furthermore proposes an 
innovative heat generation term due to inter primary particle transport 
of Li, which is made possible by more consistent, mesoscale inspired, 
representation of the electrode topology virtually represented by ag-
glomerates of primary particles. These transport, electrochemical and 
thermal models are further coupled to models of SEI formation [28], SEI 
decomposition [18], SEI regeneration [18], cathode decomposition [9] 
and electrolyte decomposition [9], which were formulated in a way to 
comply with the particle based formulation of electrode models. The 
developed multi-scale battery modelling framework covering multiple 
intertwined processes is thus innovatively applied to model outbreak of 
the thermal runaway during battery cycling using a heterogeneous, 
spatially and temporally resolved model. 

To create a challenging virtual test case and to expose the complex 
interaction of intra-cell phenomena LFP material, characterised by being 
phase-separating and featuring fast diffusion in one dimension as well as 
complex mesoscale topology of the secondary particles, is selected as a 
cathode material. It is paired with the graphite anode. This pair of ma-
terials has wide application area, while due to low price of LFP-graphite 
batteries they are one of the suitable candidates also for widespread 
stationary applications and for specific mobile applications. 

Proposed modelling framework based on the multi-scale approach 
applied to LFP-graphite cell was used to demonstrate the need to pre-
serve consistency to lower scales when modelling coupled phenomena. 
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In addition, it was used to confirm hypothesis that nanoscopic transport 
phenomena and resulting heat generation decisively influence the entire 
chain of mechanisms that can lead to the outbreak of the thermal 
runaway. This is beside more consistent, mesoscale inspired, topological 
representation of electrode reflected also through an advanced and 
consistent scale bridging methods to calculate chemical potentials of the 
primary LFP particles [29] based on multi-scale sequential linking 
approach [30]. 

As a result, the proposed battery modelling framework intuitively yet 
insightfully elucidates the entire chain of phenomena from electric and 
thermal boundary conditions, over cell design and properties of applied 
materials to solid electrolyte interphase growth, its decomposition and 
subsequent side reactions at the anode, cathode and the electrolyte that 
lead to the outbreak of the thermal runaway. One of key results com-
prises multi-level main and side reaction driven heat transfer cross-talk 
between the anode and the cathode. The proposed approach, therefore, 
enables the preservation of consistency to lower scales, and delivers 
spatially and temporarily resolved results while achieving computa-
tional times that enable efficiently support of long-term degradation 
analyses. 

2. Modelling framework 

This section presents the governing equations of the advanced multi- 
scale modelling framework, which establish a consistent link from 
crystallographic structure of the cathode, over electrode topology, heat 
generation, and degradation phenomena, to the outbreak of the thermal 
runaway. Section 2.1 describes the electrochemical and transport 
equations, inspired by mesoscale transport phenomena and incorpo-
rating scale bridging methods to calculate chemical potentials of the 
primary LFP particles, formulated on the continuum scale. Section 2.2 
focuses on the degradation mechanisms at the anode, specifically the SEI 

formation (Section 2.2.1) and SEI decomposition processes (Section 
2.2.2), the reaction of intercalated Li with the electrolyte (Section 2.2.3), 
the deposition of metallic Li (Section 2.2.4), and the calculation of film 
thickness on the anode particles (Section 2.2.5); degradation of cathode 
active material (Section 2.2.7); and electrolyte decomposition (Section 
2.2.6). Finally, Section 2.3 describes the thermal model that matches the 
level of depth of the electrochemical and the transport model. 

Although demonstrated on LFP-graphite cells, the proposed model-
ling framework can be applied to other materials by adjusting the 
inherent material parameters and material-specific topological param-
eters and incorporating other models of main and side reactions. 

A basic schematic representation of the multi-scale battery modelling 
framework that comprises interactions between main and side reactions 
including transport phenomena and the heat generation with corre-
sponding domain specific boundary conditions and indicated safety 
implications is given in Fig. 1. Functionality of this modelling frame-
work is in this paper demonstrated on one dimensional (1D) computa-
tional domain featuring a full cell with cathode, separator and anode, 
and the corresponding boundary conditions as presented in Fig. 2. In 
addition, Fig. 3 presents a more detailed schematics of the modelling 
concept presented in Fig. 1 applied to the computational mesh presented 
in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 graphically depicts more consistent, mesoscale inspired, 
topological representation of electrode topology applied in the contin-
uum model and functionalities and positions models of side reactions. 
From this representation, cross-interaction between main and side re-
actions is discernible, while they all contribute to heat fluxes. 

2.1. Electrochemical and transport model 

To preserve the brevity and completeness of the model descriptions, 
previously published equations will be briefly summarised in Appen-
dices: A.2 and A.3, whereas emphasis will be devoted to the innovatively 
extended equations. A mesoscale inspired topological representation of 
electrode topology is based on the recently published advanced porous 
electrode modelling framework based on more consistent virtual rep-
resentation of the electrode topology [3], which is extended to 
adequately interact with heat generation and side reaction phenomena. 
In the presented work, this more consistent topological representation of 
the electrode topology will be demonstrated on the LFP material char-
acterised by being phase-separating and featuring very complex non- 
spherical agglomerates (Fig. A.1). 

Fig. 3 presents, on the cathode side, advanced particle connectivity 
approach enabling modelling materials with significantly different to-
pologies of active material by virtually creating agglomerates, repre-
senting secondary particles, from primary particles. This establishes the 
link between the mesoscopic scale with a detailed three dimensional 
(3D) representation of electrode topology and the approach to model 
these phenomena on the continuum single cell scale. As reported in [3], 
proposed generic modelling framework also allows for seamless repli-
cation of modelling functionality of previously published porous elec-
trode modelling approaches including Newman based modelling 
approach, as presented in Section 3.1. 

To preserve consistency to lower scales, multi particle size distribu-
tion is implemented in such a way that each computational cell can host 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the interactions between main and side 
reactions including transport phenomena and the heat generation with corre-
sponding domain specific boundary conditions and indicated safety 
implications. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the computational domain featuring full cell with cathode, separator and anode. Both electrodes consist of an active electrode material, a 
combined volume fraction of binder and conductive filler (carbon black) denoted by the label B + CF and a liquid electrolyte, whereas the separator is represented 
with a non-conductive porous media soaked with the liquid electrolyte. 
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an arbitrary number of representative particles with arbitrary size dis-
tribution and interconnected as presented in Fig. 3. This approach en-
ables consistent topological representation of real topological structure 
of the electrodes, as presented here for the LFP material (Fig. A.1). 

Primary particles are thus interconnected into agglomerates by the 
connectivity scheme that allows for the decoupling of a single particle’s 
total surface between the surface in contact with the electrolyte (Ae) and 
the surface of direct connections to neighbouring particles (ADC), which 
can be written as 

Ak = Ae
k +
∑

l
ADC

k,l , (1)  

where indexes k and l denote the index of the primary particle and the 
index of the connection, respectively. 

The molar flux at the interface between two particles in direct con-
tact is derived from equation of mass conservation in the active particle. 
It is inspired by the equation proposed by Orvananos et al. [31], which is 
used in its more general form [3] 

n̂k1 ,k2 ⋅jDC =
cs,k1 + cs,k2

2
P

RT
(μk2

− μk1
). (2) 

The rate of Li exchange between particles with indexes k1 and k2 is 
determined by their difference in chemical potential, and has an impact 
on the particle lithiation process during phase transformations between 
the Li-rich and Li-poor phase. cs represents the average concentration of 
Li in active particles, whereas P represents the permeability of the direct 
contact surface, and can be model-driven to account for the misalign-
ment of 1D fast diffusion channels at the interface. The intercalation 
molar flux of Li jj,k to or from the individual primary particle is, there-
fore, the contribution of molar flux between the particle and the elec-
trolyte, and the molar flux between particles in direct contact weighted 
by the corresponding surfaces 

jj,k =
1

Aj,k

(

je
j,kAe

j,k +
∑

l
jDC
j,k,lA

DC
j,k,l

)

. (3) 

As the direct contact molar flux jDC does not contribute to the charge 

Fig. 3. A more detailed schematic representation of the interactions between main and side reactions including transport phenomena and the heat generation with 
indicated mesoscale inspired topological representation of electrode topology and depicted and listed modelled side reactions. Figure also includes references to the 
main governing equations for modelling specific phenomena. 
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transfer between the solid and the electrolyte, it is not the part of the 
equation for a total molar flux at the solid-electrolyte interface, i.e. Eq. 4. 

One of critical prerequisites for adequate modelling of Li exchange 
between particles (Eq. 2) arises from the plausible model of the chemical 
potential μkl

. A.3 summarises advanced and consistent scale bridging 
methods to calculate chemical potentials of the primary LFP particles 
[29] based on multi-scale sequential linking approach [29]. 

To comply with further objectives of the advanced modelling 
framework on the interaction between main and side reactions, the 
extended equation for the total molar flux, which is the source of 
transport equations in Section A.2 was derived. Hence, jtot that couples 
transport equations – Eqs. A.1, A.3, and A.4 – and fluxes of those 
considered degradation reactions (Section 2.2) that contribute to 
transport of charge species. It is written as 

jtot = je + jSEI + jLPL, (4)  

where je represents charge transfer molar flux, jSEI represents molar flux 
to the SEI layer (Section 2.2.1) and jLPL represents the molar flux of 
metallic Li plating on the anode’s active material (Section 2.2.4). 
Formulation of the corresponding molar fluxes of side reactions or 
degradation mechanisms will be elaborated in the following subsections. 

For the charge transfer molar flux je, the widely adopted Butler-
–Volmer equation is used [23] 

je =
i0

F

[

exp
(

−
αF
RT

ηe
)

− exp
(
(1 − α)F

RT
ηe
)]

, (5)  

where i0 represents exchange current density (A.4), α represents charge 
transfer coefficient, and ηe represents overpotential. 

Overpotential represents another parameter, where extensions need 
to be introduced to address the interplay between main and side re-
actions. Integration of the effects of considered side reactions yield the 
following functional dependency [28] 

ηe = (Φs − Φe) − UEQ +F
ωSEIδFILM

κSEI

(
je + jSEI + jLPL). (6) 

The last term in Eq. 6 represents the rise of particle overpotential 
because of the resistivity of the interphasial film created on the surface 
of active anode particles (explained in Section 2.2). Side and main re-
actions are thus interacting simultaneously via Eqs. 4 and 6. 

2.2. Models of side reactions 

Literature offers a multitude of proposed mechanisms and models in 
the area of the SEI growth, e.g. [11]. Due to availability of compre-
hensive review articles, only some important aspects related to elabo-
ration of the chain of side reaction models will be analysed in this part of 
paper to preserve brevity. 

To ensure high level of versatility, the proposed modelling frame-
work is developed in the way to enable simulating the outbreak of 
thermal runaway in arbitrary combination of external and/or self- 
induced and/or battery operation as presented in Figs. 1 and 3. There-
fore, models of side reactions are coupled into the causality chain 
originating from electrochemical, transport and heat generation 
phenomena. 

During battery operation side reactions of SEI formation and Li- 
plating contribute to the growth of the interphasial film at the anode, 
e.g. [28]. At elevated temperatures, the thickness of the SEI layer is 
reduced due to exothermic SEI decomposition [32] to such an extent 
that parts of the graphite anode are exposed to the electrolyte. This 
direct contact leads to the subsequent exothermic reactions between 
exposed intercalated Li in the anode with the surrounding electrolyte, i. 
e. SEI regeneration [18]. These exothermic reactions might increase the 
temperature to a level promoting cathode-electrolyte reactions, e.g. [7], 
oxygen dissolution from active, in particular cathode, materials, e.g. [8], 
and electrolyte decomposition reactions [9]. After the sequence of these 

reactions the temperature of the battery, in general, reaches the tem-
perature at which it is very unlikely that thermal runaway can be 
avoided [18], therefore, if reactions progress to this level, this state is 
denoted as the outbreak of the thermal runaway. 

Due to limited understanding of the safety critical side reactions, as 
discussed in Introduction, and due to the aim of harmonising modelling 
depths of models replicating side reactions, they were, in this demon-
strative example, modelled with phenomenological and empirical 
models. Therefore, the following models, in their original or adapted 
version, were applied: SEI formation [28], SEI decomposition [18], SEI 
regeneration [18], Li-plating [28], cathode decomposition [9] and 
electrolyte decomposition [9]. Due to good thermal stability of the LFP 
material [33] and due to the fact that no long term exposure to high 
temperature is considered in this study the current model does not 
comprise metal dissolution and its transport from the cathode to the 
anode [8] and Fe enhanced reactions of the SEI formation [10]. Like-
wise, due to the fact that the capacity fading of LFP-graphite batteries is 
mainly ascribed to the consumption of active lithium by the inner 
structural deterioration of graphite anodes upon cycling [34], capacity 
loss relevant models of SEI formation and Li-plating will be applied at 
the anode. Li-plating will be considered despite the fact that fast 
charging at low temperatures, where Li-plating is most pronounced 
[35], will not be considered, as it contributes to the interphasial film 
thickness in particular in degraded cell featuring higher overpotentials 
[28]. However, due to generic structure of the proposed electro-
chemical, transport, and thermal modelling framework presented in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.3, it is easily possible to exchange all sub-models and 
add transport of additional species. These interaction of specific side 
reactions models are schematically depicted in Fig. 3. Listed models 
were implemented in their original or reformulated forms to ensure the 
consistent coupling between models of different side reaction phenom-
ena and to ensure compliance with the particle based formulation of 
electrode models. 

2.2.1. Solid electrolyte interphase formation 
The SEI formation reaction was modelled by the Tafel equation 

described in reference [28]. Using the Tafel model, Li-ion flux jSEI from 
the electrolyte to the SEI layer (introduced in the Eq. 6) can be written as 

jSEI = ASEI
0 cEC

SURF
1
ae exp

(

−
αSEIF
RT

ηSEI
)

, (7)  

where ASEI
0 denotes the SEI formation reaction frequency factor and ηSEI 

is the overpotential for the SEI formation reaction at the SEI/graphite 
interface. The overpotential ηSEI can be written similarly as in Eq. 6 

ηSEI = Φs − Φe − USEI +F
ωSEIδFILM

κSEI

(
je + jSEI + jLPL). (8) 

USEI denotes standard electrode potential of SEI relative to the 
reduction potential of metallic lithium (denoted by Li/Li+ potential). 
κSEI represents the ionic conductivity of the interphasial layer and ωSEI is 
the volume fraction of SEI in the film. The last term in the equation 
describes the change in overpotential because of the ionic resistance of 
the interphasial film [28]. cEC

SURF is the molar concentration of ethylene 
carbonate (EC) at the graphite surface, which depends on the rate of 
diffusion of EC from the electrolyte through the SEI layer. Therefore, it 
can be determined from the following equation [28]: 

DECcEC
0 − cEC

SURF

δFILM = jSEI, (9)  

where DEC is the diffusion coefficient of EC in SEI layer, cEC
0 is the molar 

concentration of EC in electrolyte, and δFILM is the thickness of inter-
phasial film described in Section 2.2.5. 
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2.2.2. Solid electrolyte interphase decomposition 
The decomposition of SEI becomes significant at elevated tempera-

tures. According to reference [36], it becomes significant above 60 ◦C 
and can be described by Arrhenius equation: 

jSEID = − ASEID
f δFILM ρSEI

MSEI exp
(

−
ESEID

a

RT

)

, (10)  

where jSEID represents the molar flux of lithium from the SEI to elec-
trolyte because of the decomposition reaction, ASEID

f is a frequency factor 
in the Arrhenius equation, ρSEI and MSEI are the specific density and 
molar mass of SEI, respectively, and ESEID

a is the activation energy of the 
reaction. 

2.2.3. Lithium reaction with electrolyte at anode interface 
At elevated temperatures, the SEI decomposition reaction overrides 

SEI formation [6]. The end result of such a regime is the reduction of the 
SEI layer thickness to an extent that parts of graphite anode are exposed 
to the electrolyte. Direct contact between electrolyte and lithiated 
graphite leads to the reaction of SEI regeneration [6], i.e. reactions be-
tween exposed intercalated Li in the anode with the surrounding elec-
trolyte. In line with the reference [18], such a reaction can be described 
by an Arrhenius equation of the following form: 

jLi− el = ALi− el
f cSURF

s
1
ae exp

(

−
ELi− el

a

RT

)

exp
(

−
ωSEIδFILM

δFILM
0

)

. (11) 

Here, jLi− el represents the molar flux of lithium, ALi− el
f is a frequency 

factor in the Arrhenius equation, cSURF
s is the surface concentration of 

lithium in active anode particles, ELi− el
a is the activation energy of the 

reaction, and δFILM
0 is the critical thickness of interphasial film at which 

the Li reaction with electrolyte at the anode interface becomes 
significant. 

2.2.4. Lithium plating 
Li plating was modelled with the Tafel equation, using the approach 

presented in reference [28]. The lithium molar flux jLPL to interphasial 
film because of Li plating (introduced in Eq. 6) can be calculated as: 

jLPL =
iLPL
0

F
exp
(

−
αLPLF

RT
ηLPL

)

, (12)  

where iLPL
0 denotes the exchange current at Li plating formation reaction, 

αLPL is the charge transfer coefficient, and ηLPL is the overpotential for 
the Li plating reaction. The overpotential ηLPL can be again written 
similarly as in Eq. 8 

ηLPL = Φs − Φe +F
ωSEIδFILM

κSEI

(
je + jSEI + jLPL), (13)  

with the assumption of open circuit potential of plated Li versus Li/Li+

being zero. 

2.2.5. Interphasial film thickness 
The interphasial film thickness time derivative is determined by the 

sum of all lithium fluxes in the film [28], and can be written as: 

∂δFILM

∂t
=

MSEI

2ρSEI

(
jSEI + jSEID

)
+

MLi

ρLi jLPL. (14)  

2.2.6. Electrolyte decomposition 
At the elevated temperatures side reaction of electrolyte decompo-

sition initiates. According to reference [9] this reaction can be described 
by the following equation: 

Re =
dXe

dt
= AeXeexp

(

−
Ee

a

RT

)

, (15)  

where compared to the reference [9], a dimensional quantity (volu-
metric number of moles) of electrolyte inside control volume i.e. Xe was 
used. Additionally, Ae and Ee

a represent the frequency factor and acti-
vation energy for the electrolyte decomposition, respectively. Unlike in 
previous section, where area specific molar fluxes are calculated, elec-
trolyte decomposition is given as a volumetric source. 

2.2.7. Cathode active material degradation 
Degradation of active material and heat that is released during this 

side reaction in cathode is modelled by the model presented in Ref. [9]. 
The process of cathode degradation can be described by Arrhenius 
equation 

Rpe =
dαpe

dt
= Apeαm

pe(1 − αpe)
mexp

(

−
Epe

a

RT

)

. (16) 

αpe represents the degree of conversion of the active material of the 
cathode [9]. This parameter is further used in the heat generation 
equation at the cathode degradation reaction (Eq. 30). Ape is frequency 
factor, Epe

a is activation energy and m denotes the reaction order. 

2.2.8. Loss of cyclable Lithium 
Loss of the cell capacity due to the loss of cyclable lithium in 

degradation reactions from Sections 2.2.1,2.2.3,2.2.4 and 2.2.6 is 
calculated by integration of all molar fluxes that irreversibly consume 
cyclable lithium: 

Closs(t0) = VF
∫ t0

0

[
ae(jSEI + jLPL + jLi− el) + Re

]
dt. (17) 

Closs(t0) represents the lost capacity at time t0, ae is volumetric active 
material surface density and V is volume of the cell respectively. 

2.3. Thermal model 

The thermal model represents one of the important building blocks 
of the high fidelity modelling framework (Fig. 1), as temperature deci-
sively influences material properties and thus, the reaction rates of main 
and side reactions. Heat transport across the cell’s components is gov-
erned by the classic heat equation 

ρcp
∂T
∂t

= ∇⋅(λ∇T)+
∑

i
qV

i , (18)  

where ρ,cp, and λ represent cell averaged density, specific heat, and the 
thermal conductivity coefficient, respectively. To properly address 
causal chain between main and side reactions as well as heat generation, 
Eq. 18 innovatively considers heat generation term due to inter primary 
particle transport of Li, and heat generation due to side reactions. 
∑

iqV
i represents the sum of individual heat sources, and can be 

written as: 
∑

i
qV

i = qV
irreversible + qV

reversible + qV
degradation (19)  

qV
irreversible = qV

react + qV
ohm + qV

Li,ts (20)  

qV
reversible = qV

rev (21)  

qV
degradation = qV

SEID
+ qV

Li− el + qV
eD
+ qV

pe (22) 

Irreversible heat sources (Eq. 20) are attributed to three different 
contributions. 

First, heat sources due to main reactions at the solid/electrolyte 
interface, which consider also contributions due to SEI growth and Li 
plating currents evaluated with the following equation: 

qV
react = aeF

(
jeηe + jSEIηSEI + jLPLηLPL). (23) 
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The later two contributions are considered in Eq. 23, as they 
contribute to transport of charge species, as addressed with Eq. 4. 

Second, ohmic losses qV
ohm in the electrolyte because of electron and 

ion transport within the cell [37], evaluated by 

qV
ohm = σeff(∇Φs)

2
+ κeff

e (∇Φe)
2
− 2

κeff
e RT
F

(

1 − t+
)(

1

+
∂lnf±
∂lnce

)

∇

(

lnce

)

∇Φe, (24)  

where σeff and κeff
e represent effective conductivity of solid and electro-

lyte phase, ce denotes concentration of lithium inside electrolyte and f±
represents an activity coefficient, determined as described in references 
[38,39]. 

Third, to ensure a consistent treatment of transport (Eq. 1) and and 
heat generation phenomena, an additional irreversible heat source 
originating from Li transport inside secondary active particles has been 
included, i.e. the term qV

Li,ts in Eq. 22. This contribution has been 
modelled with two different approaches that are consistent with the 
transport modelling approach. 

In the case where secondary particles are modelled as homogeneous 
spheres, as proposed in the Newman’s approach, heat source due to Li 
transport in active solid was modelled with the approach proposed in 
reference [40] that is reformulated to the form compatible with pre-
sented modelling framework in Section A.5. The end equation reads: 

qV
k,Li,ts = − RT

Ds

cs
∇cs∇cs, (25)  

where cs represents concentration of lithium in solid and Ds is diffusion 
coefficient of lithium in solid. 

An innovative heat generation approach due to Li redistribution 
between primary particles in direct contact within a secondary particle, 
i.e. agglomerate, is derived to ensure consistency with the advanced 
transport modelling framework presented in Section 2.1. The resulting 
heat generation due to Li redistribution between the primary particle k 
and the neighbouring primary particles in direct contact l is modelled as 

qV
k,Li,ts =

∑

l
aDC

l jDC
l Δμl (26)  

and depends on the specific surface of the direct contact aDC, the molar 
flux over the surface of the direct contact between two particles jDC, and 
the difference in chemical potential between the two particles Δμ. 

Reversible contributions in Eq. 21 are attributed to the reaction en-
tropy change during (de) intercalation at the cathode and anode and can 
be written as: 

qV
rev = aeTseje, (27)  

where se represents specific entropy change per mole. 
The term qV

degradation in Eq. 22 describes heat sources of various 
degradation side reactions. The heat contribution due to SEI decompo-
sition and reaction of exposed intercalated Li with the surrounding 
electrolyte, which occur on the negative electrode, are calculated as 

qV
SEID

= − aehSEID jSEID (28)  

and 

qV
Li− el = aehLi− eljLi− el (29)  

where hSEID and hLi− el are enthalpies of reactions, and jSEID and jLi− el are 
molar fluxes described in Section 2.2. 

The third contribution qV
elD 

refers to the degradation of the electrolyte 
at the elevated temperatures and is calculated as 

qV
eD

= ∊eHeMeRe, (30)  

where ∊e represents electrolyte porosity, He represents the specific heat 
release, Me represents the molar mass of the electrolyte and Re repre-
sents the reaction rate which equals the term − dce

dt in the Eq. 15. 
The fourth contribution qV

pe refers to the degradation of the positive 
electrode and is calculated as 

qV
pe = (1 − ∊e − φf )HpeρpeMpeRpe, (31)  

where φf represents volume fraction of the fillers in the electrode, Hpe is 
specific heat release, ρpe is density of the positive electrode material and 
finally, Rpe represents the reaction rate defined in the Eq. 16. 

The first two terms in Eq. 19 describe the irreversible and reversible 
contributions of the intercalation reaction to heat generation. Heat 
source because of SEI formation is implicitly considered in the expres-
sion for overpotential in Eq. 6. 

The temperature dependency of the material properties, as for 
example, ionic conductivity and diffusion constants, is modelled with 
the Arrhenius expression 

Ψ(T) = Ψrefexp
[

EΨ
a

R

(
1

Tref
−

1
T

)]

, (32)  

where Ψ is the arbitrary temperature dependent parameter, Tref is the 
reference temperature and EΨ

a is the corresponding activation energy, 
which shows the sensitivity of the parameter to the temperature [41]. 

The modelling framework supports both temperature and heat flux 
boundary conditions necessary to solve Eq. 18. 

3. Results 

The Results section is divided into four parts. Section 3.1 elucidates 
the importance of the proper virtual representation of material proper-
ties and their influence on intra-cell heat generation. Section 3.2 pre-
sents and validates functionality of capacity modelling capacity loss in 
normal operating conditions. This section is followed by the Section 3.3, 
where capability of simulating thermal runaway phenomena in battery 
test calorimeter is presented and validated. This section is followed by 
the final Section 3.4 demonstrating modelling of the coupled chain of 
phenomena of main transport and electrochemical reactions, side re-
actions and heat generation leading to the thermal runaway during 
battery operation. 

The basis for the plausible modelling of intra-cell phenomena arises 
from the proper modelling of transport and electrochemical phenomena, 
which represents the first part of model validation of the advanced 
multi-scale modelling framework. This validation focuses on phenom-
ena arising from the crystallographic structure specific properties of the 
LFP cathode material and material specific electrode topology, which 
influence the electrical output of the phase separating cathode material. 

Validation was performed on a LFP/graphite cell featuring a 70 μm 
thick cathode, 30 μm thick separator and 55 μm thick graphite anode. 
Model parameters and material properties are given in Section B, where 
temperature dependency of selected parameters is modelled with Eq. 32. 
In this section results are generated using 1D computational domain 
presented in Fig. A.2a, where the single electrochemical cell is dis-
cretized into 25 control volumes (10-5-10 for cathode-separator-anode). 
Comparison between selected 1D and 2D results and reasoning of 
plausibility of the 1D approach to model outbreak of the thermal 
runaway is presented in Section A.6. 

3.1. Transport and heat generation phenomena 

The proposed modelling framework allows for the credible model-
ling of very different materials, as for example the LFP-graphite cell, 
while adapting intrinsic material properties and considering the proper 
topological representation of the electrode [3]. 
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To elucidate importance of proper topological representation of the 
electrodes, impact of various modelling depths is analysed on this 
challenging LFP material being characterised by its phase-separating 
nature and featuring fast diffusion in one dimension. The model based 
on the more consistent virtual representation of the electrode topology 
as presented in Section 2.1 is denoted as Advanced Electrode Topology 
(AET). To ensure a credible validation of the LFP cathode, the size of 
primary particles and the size and topology of secondary particles was 
measured experimentally with transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
imaging on a statistically representative number of particles [3]. Pri-
mary particles were then virtually arranged into secondary particles, 
that is, agglomerates, as depicted in Fig. 3. The virtual arrangement of 
primary particles into these secondary particles again follows the 
experimentally determined topologies of secondary particles (Fig. A.1). 
In the present simulation agglomerates were composed of approxi-
mately 50 different size classes of primary particles, whereas modelling 
framework support also any other selection. As presented in Section 
A.3.2, mass balance in anode particles is calculated with an assumption 
of spherical particles discretised with 6 control volumes in the radial 
direction. 

Fig. 4 presents a good agreement between the simulated and 
measured voltage traces for the model relying on more consistent virtual 
representation of the electrode topology. As already reasoned in [3], 

good agreement between the simulated and measured voltages arises 
from the adequacy of the model of the chemical potential of the particle 
and the plausibility of the virtual representation of secondary particles. 
Furthermore, it is also important to note that this AET model is capable 
of credibly virtually representing low Li utilisation at high rates, which 
arises from increased losses of direct Li transport between primary 
particles (Eq. 2). These higher losses mainly originate from particles that 
are positioned within agglomerates in a way that they do not have a 
direct contact with the electrolyte, while absence of well aligned chan-
nels for fast diffusion further increases the losses (Section 2.1). 

Results of this model were benchmarked against two set of results, 
which feature different virtual representation of the electrode. First set 
of results is generated with the model featuring the same primary par-
ticle distribution as the AET model, however with the exception that 
primary particles are not arranged in agglomerates, but instead all of 
them are ideally immersed in the electrolyte in analogy with the New-
man’s approach, denoted as Newman primary particles. As already re-
ported in [3], this modelling approach yields too low overpotentials and 
too high Li utilisation despite using the same model for the chemical 
potential of the particle as the AET model. As reported in [3], these 
discrepancy is also insensitive on the selection of the modelling 
approach for simulating intra-particle diffusion, as results are nearly 
identical when using spherical Fickian diffusion and the zero dimen-
sional (0D) particle approach due to very short characteristic times for 
diffusion is such small primary particles [42]. The discrepancy to the 
experimental data thus expectedly arises from inappropriate topological 
representation of the electrode yielding too large solid electrolyte-area 
and very short diffusion paths as well as from inability of this model-
ling approach to virtually replicate hardly accessible vacancy or Li sites 
in particles that in real electrode do not have a direct contact with the 
electrolyte (Fig. A.1). Due to these deficiencies, this modelling approach 
will thus not be further analysed in the paper. 

Therefore, this paper additionally analyses results of a second 
modelling approach, where cathode is virtually represented by the 
spherical particles, which now, apparently more realistically, represent 
secondary particles, i.e. agglomerates, immersed in the electrolyte, 
denoted as Newman secondary particles. These agglomerates are rep-
resented as spherical particles where Li transport is modelled via Fickian 
diffusion (Eq. A.11 following Newman’s approach) and featuring di-
ameters that ensure the same volume of agglomerates as in the AET case. 
Analogue to anode particles, these spherical particles are discretised 
with 6 control volumes in the radial direction. As discernible from Fig. 4 
these results feature smaller deviations compared to the experimental 
results, however they feature significant qualitative model approach 
driven deviations. In the first part of the discharge curve this modelling 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the total heat generation in the cathode between AET and Newman secondary particles approaches for (a) higher 2C rate and (b) lower C/20 
rate. Significant differences in C/20 rate can clearly be related to the high inter-particle fluxes for the LFP material shown on Fig. 6b. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the three simulated discharge characteristics at 2C ob-
tained with the Advanced Electrode Topology (AET), Newman primary parti-
cles and Newman secondary particles approaches to the experimentally 
measured discharge curve of the LFP-graphite battery obtained from [34]. 
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approach features lower voltage, which is mainly the consequence of 
lower active surface area, since highly non-spherical LFP agglomerates 
(Fig. A.1) feature larger specific area than spherical particles. However, 
the discrepancy in the voltage trend reverses toward the end of the 
discharge curve. This is the consequence of application of homogeneous 
particles obeying Fickian diffusion to model the LFP material. This 
deficiency, similarly as for the Newman primary particles case, arises 
from the inability of this modelling approach to virtually replicate 
hardly accessible vacancy or Li sites in particles that in real electrode do 
not have a direct contact with the electrolyte. Absence of this LFP 
electrode topology specific functionality namely enables filling nearly 
all vacancy sites with Li atoms at much lower overpotential compared to 
the real systems and compared to more adequate virtual representation 
of the LFP electrode in the AET case. Due to better agreement to 
experimental results and thus due to the fact that this modelling 
approach might be considered as still acceptable from the voltage- 
capacity modelling point of view, this modelling approach will be 
further analysed in this paper. 

Fig. 5 shows the impact of the modelling depth for modelling 
transport phenomena in cathode on the heat generation. To further 
complement analysis in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 presents molar fluxes of Li 
exchanged to the electrolyte and between the primary particles for the 
AET case, while for the case of Newman secondary particles all Li is 
exchanged with the electrolyte and heat generation due to diffusion in 
active material is modelled as presented in A.5. Fig. 5a shows that at 
high rates heat generation is of comparable magnitude for both cases in 
the initial part of the DoD range despite differences in topologies of 
secondary particles. This can be reasoned by the fact that the same 
amount of Li is intercalated, whereas heat generation due to small molar 
fluxes of Li exchange between particles in direct contact in the AET case 
(Fig. 6a) is overcompensated by the higher overpotential of the surface 
reaction due to smaller surface area of agglomerates in the case of 
Newman secondary particles. Unlike, heat generation of the AET case 
increases towards the end of the DoD range due to larger molar fluxes of 
Li exchange between particles in direct contact (Fig. 6a), which is mainly 
the consequence of lithiation of larger particles that feature reduced or 
negligible area in the contact with the electrolyte. 

Likewise, Fig. 5b shows that at low currents heat generation is 
significantly higher in wide range of intermediate DoDs, within spinodal 
regions of the chemical potential [26], for the AET case. This is, as 
presented in Fig. 6b, reasoned by the inter-particle Li redistribution, 
because of the so-called particle-by-particle lithiation of phase separated 
particles at lower local overpotentials and thus at low currents being 
well documented in relevant literature [26,43]. Capability, of the pro-
posed advanced modelling framework to replicate this, for a continuum 
scale very challenging particle-by-particle mode of lithiation [3], 

confirms enhanced consistency to mesoscopic phenomena in batteries. 
Therefore, consistent, mesoscale inspired, representation of the elec-
trode topology and consistent scale bridging methods to calculate 
chemical potentials of the primary LFP, provide a credible basis for 
extensions with irreversible heat source originating from Li transport 
inside secondary active particles (Eq. 26). 

3.2. Capacity loss 

This section presents the simulation results of the capacity loss. As 
reasoned in Section 2.2, capacity loss due to SEI formation and Li-plating 
are considered in the normal operating range to the battery. Fig. 7a 
shows comparison between simulated and measured discharge curves 
after different number of cycles at 2C rate and temperature of 25 ◦C, 
where measured data are taken from [34]. Simulated results were 
generated with the AET model of the cathode. Results in Fig. 7a are 
compared considering measured loss of capacity, which was trans-
formed into the film thickness as proposed in [9] and used as initial 
condition of the model. Good agreement between various discharge 
curves confirms that transport and electrochemical model is capable of 
adequately replication performance of degraded cells, which indicated 
that degradation phenomena related increase of overpotentials and loss 
of capacity can be plausibly replicated by the model. 

Good agreement presented in Fig. 7a is a prerequisite for plausible 
modelling of capacity loss due to SEI growth and Li-plating, which are 
driven by concentration and potential fields. Fig. 7b thus confirms 
capability of the modelling framework to plausibly predict capacity loss 
over multiple cycles, whereby simulation results were generated by 
simulation the entire 800 cycles. Complemented by Fig. 7c, which dis-
plays a well-known square root trend in SEI growth [44], it indicates 
that Li-plating becomes more pronounced for more degraded cell, which 
is in-line with findings in the literature, e.g. [28]. This phenomenon is 
attributed to more pronounced rate of Li-plating due to decrease of 
anode porosity associated with SEI growth, which aggravates the local 
electrolyte potential gradient in the anode [28]. Furthermore, Fig. 7c 
clearly shows that SEI growth is more pronounced near the separator, 
which is in-line with [28]. These results further support importance of 
considering spatially resolved degradation phenomena coupled to the 
electrochemical model when virtually assessing degradation phenom-
ena during battery operation. 

3.3. Thermal runaway in battery test calorimeter 

This section focuses on the validation of the capability to model 
thermal runaway in battery test calorimeter (BTC) using experimental 
data published by [9]. Fig. 8 presents results of the thermal runaway test 

Fig. 6. Molar flux je and jDC at 4 representative particles for (a) higher 2C rate and (b) lower C/20 rate for the AET approach.  
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according to the well-known HWS (heat, wait, search) method [9]. To 
ensure as credible validation of the results, simulated procedure fully 
followed the experimental one. This means that in the simulation the 
same amount of external heat at the same times was supplied to the cell 
as in the experiment. As Biot number is, in general, very small in bat-
teries [45], a single electrochemical cell can be, in such adiabatic 
demonstration studies, applied as credible representation of the entire 
battery cell. Whereas, if specific phenomena are analysed on the level of 

spatial position in the entire battery cell a lumped thermal mass ap-
proaches, as presented in the next section, or full 3D cell resolved 
models, e.g. [46], can be applied. Results in Fig. 8 were simulated 
applying the identical parameters as proposed in [9], adapted to the 
formulation of equations presented in Section 2.2. Fig. 8 shows that the 
applied model is capable of credibly simulating the measured trend of 
the complex chain of phenomena resulting in the outbreak of thermal 
runaway. Similarly, as in the publication of [9], all partial simulated 
trends do not feature exactly the same gradients as the measured ones, 
however it was decided to use the same model parameters as published 
in the original publication [9] rather than fitting the model with the sole 
aim to match all these partial trends. 

3.4. Thermal runaway during battery operation 

This section demonstrates the need to preserve consistency to lower 
scales when modelling coupled chain of phenomena of main transport 
and electrochemical reactions, side reactions and heat generation 
(Figs. 1 and 3) leading to the outbreak of the thermal runaway during 
battery operation. This demonstration is based on the modelling 
framework presented in Section 2 and validated in previous sections. 
Published literature does, to the best of authors knowledge, not provide 
sufficiently thoroughly documented report of the thermal runaway 
during battery operation including all required input parameters to 
validate this case. However, due to previous thorough validation of 
specific models in previous sections, this virtual demonstration relies of 
sufficiently credible basis to demonstrate importance of multi-scale 
modelling approaches when assessing coupled phenomena in batteries. 

Figs. 9 and 10 present results of two selected demonstration cases. As 
modern batteries, in particular the LFP-graphite cells simulated in this 
paper, are, in general, very safe, it is challenging to select proper 
demonstration cases, where battery enters into thermal runaway due to 
mechanisms presented in Section 2.2, without simulating collapse of the 
separator, which was avoided to ensure demonstration of interactions 
between main and side reaction as well as heat generation. Therefore, 
Fig. 9 shows high C rate case with moderately good bottom cooling, 
represented with heat transfer coefficient of 50 W/m2K, of large pris-
matic cell featuring height of 20 cm. Unlike in the near adiabatic case 
analysed in Section 3.3 cell cannot be assumed as isothermal in these 
conditions. It is obvious that such long term simulations with coupled 
models of high fidelity and with full 3D resolution cannot be performed 
in reasonable time. Therefore, a simplified lumped thermal approach, 
where cell is divided into two computational domains, was applied in 
this analysis. The cell was thus divided in the upper, hotter, part 
featuring 25% of the cell height, and lower, cooler, part featuring 75% of 

Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of simulated and measured discharge curves after 
different number of cycles at 2C rate and temperature of 25 ◦C, (b) comparison 
of simulated and measured discharge capacity loss and (c) simulated SEI 
thickness as a function of number of cycles and position in the negative elec-
trode. Measured results obtained from [34]. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of simulated and measured [9] average surface tempera-
ture of a fresh battery cell during thermal runaway test in BTC. 
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the cell height. This division of the battery cell to two different 
computational domains enables simple virtual representation of tem-
perature variation within the cell and consideration of inertial effects. 
Certainly, modelling framework is capable of supporting arbitrary 
number of different computational domains, however at the expense of 
increased computational time. Fig. 9 shows results of the upper, hotter, 
part of the cell, which is more prone to the thermal runaway. Unlike 
Fig. 9, Fig. 10 presents a very controlled numerical experiment that 
enables clearly exposing modelling approach specific differences by 
using adiabatic boundary conditions. Besides being a numerically 
favourable example for comparing different models, this case might 
mimic a limiting case of a very poorly cooled battery. In both cases, the 
SEI thickness was initialised with 50 nm to ensure clarity of figures by 
avoiding excessively long time axes. This corresponds to a degraded cell, 
which is a realistic candidate for entering into the thermal runaway due 
to SEI decomposition [47,48]. 

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary case of a high power application, where 
cell is cycled at ±7C with a relatively poor cooling due to high thermal 
stability of LFP-graphite cells, as discussed above. This case was 
modelled with the AET model as at high rates relative differences in 
transport specific heat generation are less pronounced (Section 3.1). 

Fig. 9e clearly shows that at high currents a lot of heat is generated 

already when battery operates at normal temperatures due to high 
irreversible heat generation. Fig. 9e also shows that maximum values of 
reversible contributions are relatively high at such high currents when 
compared to the irreversible contribution. In this context it needs to be 
considered that reversible sources have different signs at the cathode 
and at the anode (Fig. 9e), which reduces their impact on the temper-
ature history of the cell, in addition to their reversible nature. Due to this 
initial high heat generation, battery temperature rises relatively fast 
(Fig.9c) and reaches temperature of SEI decomposition (Fig.9d). This 
exothermic reaction further releases a moderate amount of heat 
compared to other degradation side reactions (Fig. 9), however SEI 
decomposition represents a prerequisite for subsequent side reactions. 

SEI thinning namely make possible another exothermic reaction 
between exposed intercalated Li in the anode with the surrounding 
electrolyte, i.e. SEI regeneration. In this demonstration case, it is 
assumed that overheating event is not detected by the battery man-
agement system (BMS), which might be reasoned by for example 
insufficient number of temperature sensors. Therefore, current is not 
reduced or cut, promoting further cell heat up. Hence, after the SEI 
decomposes its thinning enable the direct contact of anode material and 
electrolyte resulting in SEI regeneration at high temperatures, which is 
associated with high heat generation (Eq. 29 and Fig. 9f). This is in-line 

Fig. 9. Cycling of a bottom cooled prismatic cell at ±7C rate: (a) cell voltage, (b) heat generation and total heat generation related to side reactions, (c) cell 
temperature, (d) film thickness on the particle closest to the separator, (e) reversible and irreversible heat generation and (f) heat generation due to the individual 
degradation mechanisms. 
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with the experimental results of reference [18]. This results in a higher 
rate of temperature rise around 0.45 h (Fig. 9c). 

Furthermore, coupled simulation approach also clearly indicates the 
cross-influence of SEI regeneration and the voltage profile (Fig. 9a). SEI 
regeneration is namely associated with significant loss of cyclable Li 
thus resulting in loss of cell capacity and lower cell voltage. Lower cell 
voltage namely originates from the higher overpotentials caused by 
additional passivating layers and increased transport losses both further 
promoting the rate of heat generation. This voltage drop is more likely to 

the detected by the BMS and thus in agreement with functionally of real 
BMSs the current is cut after a significant voltage drop. 

During this heating up procedure mainly driven by SEI regeneration, 
a threshold for degradation of active cathode material, e.g. [9], is 
reached resulting in a further heat release (Fig. 9f). This heat release is 
relatively moderate due to high thermal stability of the LFP material. 
These results and the underlying models clearly demonstrates the 
capability of the modelling framework to virtually asses wide variety of 
materials by only changing their material specific parameters. These 

Fig. 10. Comparison of results related to adiabatic cell cycling at ±C/20 rate for the AET and the Newman secondary particles approach: (a) cell voltage, (b) heat 
generation and total heat generation related to side reactions, (c) cell temperature, (d) film thickness on the particle closest to the separator, (e) and (g) reversible and 
irreversible heat generation for AET and Newman secondary particles approach, respectively, (f) and (h) heat generation related due to the individual degradation 
mechanisms for AET and Newman secondary particles approach, respectively. 
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cathode degradation reactions are followed by exothermic reactions of 
electrolyte decomposition, e.g. [9], that feature even higher rate of heat 
release thus further increasing the temperature of the cell and thus 
clearly indicating the outbreak of the thermal runaway (Fig. 9). 

As announced, Fig. 10 shows an example of an adiabatic low power 
(±C/20) cycling to presents a very controlled numerical experiment that 
enables clearly exposing modelling approach specific differences be-
tween the AET and Newman secondary particle approach. To preserve 
brevity of explanation, phenomena highlighted when analysing Fig. 9 
will not be repeated. Fig. 10e and g, similarly as in the previous case, 
show higher maximum values of reversible contributions, when 
compared to the irreversible contribution to the total heat generation 
(Fig. 10b) for both modelling approaches. This is further reasoned by 
low currents. While, as stated reversible sources have different signs at 
the cathode and at the anode (Fig. 10e and g), proper modelling of 
transport properties and associated irreversible heat losses again 
significantly influences the results of this coupled chain of phenomena. 

Therefore, analysis originate from the nanoscale of primary particles. 
LFP material, owing to its phase-separating nature, is, at low rates, 
characterised by a small active particle population [49] associated with 
the particle-by-particle lithiation [26]. This increases heat generation 
due to Li redistribution between particles as analysed in Section 3.1. As 
analysed in Section 3.1, it is obvious that higher transport driven heat 
generation of the AET case initiates the chain of phenomena resulting in 
the outbreak of the thermal runaway much earlier compared to the 
model relying on Newman secondary particles. This is a clear example of 
the cross-talk between the anode and the cathode and cross-influence of 
multiple coupled phenomena. Higher material specific transport losses 
at the cathode namely generate more irreversible heat Fig. 10e, which 
expectedly results in higher cell temperature Fig. 10c. This cathode 
induced phenomena consequently favours higher rate of exothermic SEI 
decomposition reactions (Fig. 10d) being prerequisite for SEI regener-
ation releasing even more heat (Fig. 10f). Resultantly, anode heat gen-
eration further raises the temperature to the level provoking 
degradation of active cathode material and electrolyte decomposition. 
Furthermore, Fig. 10a clearly shows the impact of loss of cyclable Li on 
battery performance (Section 2.2.8). Fig. 10a namely clearly presents 
decreasing voltage of the AET cell due to pronounced loss of cyclable Li, 
which further increases heat generation and leads to collapse of the 
battery voltage after high amount of Li was lost. 

3.5. Computational times 

Computational time largely depends on nature of the equation sys-
tem to be solved but also on the computational mesh, integration time 
steps and the applied solver. Implicit Euler method was used to solve 
equation system presented in Fig. 3, which means that computational 
mesh influences the size of the Jacobian matrix. In the present approach, 
Newton–Raphson method was used to solve nonlinear systems of 
equations (ref [50]), whereas application of more sophisticated solvers 
could result in further reduction of computational times. Using a single 
core of a 4.7 GHz processor, real-Time (RT) factors, defined as the 
computational time divided by the physical time, for the 1D model using 
25 control volumes at the time-step of 1 ms or frequency of 1 kHz equals 
11.8, whereas at 1 s or frequency of 1 Hz, where model still ensures 
stable and numerically converged results, RT factor equals 0.012. For 
comparison, RT factor on the 1D mesh with 9 control volumes (3-3-3 for 
cathode-separator-anode) and identical model settings features RT fac-
tor of 0.75 at 1 ms or 1 kHz. 

4. Discussion 

The proposed modelling framework significantly extends previous 
multi-scaling approaches by establishing a consistent link from crystal-
lographic structure specific properties of the material and material 
specific electrode topology over side reactions and heat generation to 

the outbreak of thermal runaway. All models are coupled on the con-
tinuum scale, while the current version of the model focused on intro-
ducing high level of consistent to phenomena in real batteries in terms of 
transport and heat generation phenomena. Consistency to lower scales is 
preserved by mesoscale inspired, topological representation of electrode 
reflected also through an advanced and consistent scale bridging 
methods to calculate chemical potentials of the primary LFP particles. Its 
generic architecture thus provides a promising basis for further exten-
sions, which can comprise also future, even more consistent, models of 
the entire chain of side reactions resulting in the outbreak of the thermal 
runaway. 

Presented results clearly confirm the hypothesis that nanoscopic 
transport phenomena and resulting heat generation decisively influence 
the entire chain of mechanisms that can lead to the outbreak of the 
thermal runaway. These results further indicate the importance of 
plausibly modelling the entire chain of phenomena when assessing these 
complex yet very realistic use cases of outbreak of the thermal runaway 
during battery cycling. Safety analyses during battery operation are 
namely decisive for proper selection of cells, their assembly into the 
modules and packs including selection of the type and topological layout 
of the cooling concepts as well as development of functionalities of the 
BMS according to the intended use of the batteries including their duty 
cycles and ambient conditions. It is far beyond the scope of this paper to 
demonstrate all these functionalities, whereas Fig. 1 clearly presents 
interactions of the core objective of this paper, being an advanced multi- 
scale battery modelling framework that establishes a consistent causal 
chain, to all relevant domains. 

As presented in [3], the electrochemical and transport model are 
capable of modelling different electrode materials, which comprises also 
topological characteristics of particles. The thermal model is formulated 
in a generic manner and can easily be transferred to other electrode 
materials. Expectedly, models of side reactions, which are, in general, 
material specific, impose the biggest challenges due to their very limited 
or even not applicable transferability and not yet fully revealed cause 
and effect relations. These topics are currently under investigation in 
multiple projects. One of such projects, where authors of this paper are 
engaged, is also a large EU-funded project BIG-MAP under grant 
agreement No 957189 [51] within Battery 2030+ initiative focusing on 
developing the scientific and technological building blocks and models 
for accelerated battery discovery. 

5. Conclusions 

To push the boundaries of multi-scale modelling approaches, this 
paper proposes an advanced multi-scale battery modelling framework 
that establishes a consistent causal chain of main reactions, heat gen-
eration and transfer as well as side reactions relevant for modelling the 
outbreak of thermal runaway. Modelling framework is capable of 
delivering spatially and temporarily resolved results while achieving 
computational times that enable efficiently support of long-term 
degradation analyses. The developed multi-scale battery modelling 
framework covering multiple intertwined processes is innovative 
applied to model outbreak of the thermal runaway during battery 
cycling. 

Presented results intuitively yet insightfully elucidate the entire 
chain of phenomena from electric and thermal boundary conditions, 
over cell design and properties of applied materials to solid electrolyte 
interphase growth, its decomposition and subsequent side reactions at 
the anode, cathode and the electrolyte that can lead to the outbreak of 
the thermal runaway. These results confirm hypothesis that nanoscopic 
transport phenomena and resulting heat generation decisively influence 
the entire chain of mechanisms that can lead to the outbreak of the 
thermal runaway. Besides being capable of modelling multiple perfor-
mance and degradation relevant intra-cell phenomena illustrative re-
sults demonstrate the importance of the cross-talk between the anode 
and the cathode via several interlaced cross-influences. 
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Proposed modelling framework is thus applicable for virtual support 
of enhanced cell designs with existing materials and for exploring per-
formances and degradation as well as safety relevant phenomena in high 
fidelity simulation tool capable of interaction with all relevant domains. 
This enables unprecedented safety analyses in transient operating con-
ditions. This makes it possible to assess the interactions between 
different domains and optimise domains according to the intended 
application already very early in the development phase. Therefore, the 
proposed methodology significantly contributes to more accurate virtual 
prototyping, since it enables more efficient frontloading and allows for 
approaching engineering limits with higher certainty. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. LFP cathode material 

. 

A.2. Basic electrochemical equations 

The governing equations for the spatially and temporally resolved concentration and potential fields are inspired by Newman’s approach [22] and 
porous electrode theory [52], while they are formulated and implemented in a way to ensure full compatibility with the electrode an approach relying 
on virtual creation of agglomerates from primary particles presented in Section 2.1. 

The basic governing equations comprise the following equations, which are extended in a way to consider loss of cyclable Li due to electrolyte 
decomposition (Section 2.2.6). The concentration of ionic species in a binary electrolyte solution is governed by the following material balance 
equation 

∂(∊ece)

∂t
= ∇⋅

(
Deff

e ∇ce
)
+ ae(1 − t+)jtot − Re, (A.1)  

where ∊e represents local electrode porosity, Deff
e ∇ce represents the flux of ionic species with the effective diffusion constant evaluated from the 

Bruggeman relation Deff
e = De∊brugg

e [53,54], whereas t+ and ae represent the transference number and specific active surface exposed to the electrolyte, 
respectively, and finally, Re represents the reaction rate due to electrolyte decomposition which is evaluated in the Eq. 15. 

Porous electrode theory is based on the assumption of electro-neutrality [55] modelled as 

∇⋅ie +∇⋅is = 0, (A.2)  

Fig. A.1. SEM image of a pristine commercial LFP cathode material. Reprinted from [3].  
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where ie and is represent liquid-phase current density and solid phase current density, respectively. 
Liquid-phase potential Φe is governed by charge leaving or entering the liquid phase, and can be written as 

∇⋅ie = ∇⋅
(

κeff
e ∇Φe − 2

κeff
e RT
F

(1 − t+)
(

1 +
∂lnf±
∂lnce

)

∇lnce

)

= aeFjtot, (A.3)  

where κeff represents the effective liquid-phase conductivity evaluated from the Bruggeman relation κeff
e = κe∊brugg and f± represents the activity 

coefficient [38]. 
As in Eq. A.3, the solid phase potential Φs is governed by the charge leaving or entering the solid phase, and can be written in the form of Ohmic law 

as 

∇⋅is = ∇⋅
(
σeff∇Φs

)
= − aeFjtot. (A.4) 

Effective solid phase conductivity σeff is calculated as σeff = σ(1 − ∊ − φV,b+cf), where φV,b+cf represents volume fraction of binder and conductive 
filler combined. Parameters for the electrochemical and transport model are presented in Tables B.1 and B.2. 

A.3. Equilibrium solid potentials and transport in active material 

A.3.1. LFP cathode 
UEQ represents the equilibrium solid potential defined as 

UEQ(x) = U0 −
μ(x)

F
, (A.5)  

where U0 is the standard equilibrium potential of the active material and μ represents the equilibrium chemical potential of an individual primary 
particle dependent on the filling fraction x = cs

cmax
s

. Proper determination of μ via a multi-scaling approach that provides consistent interrelation to lower 
scales and thus increases modelling fidelity of the cathode (elaborated in [29,30,3]) represents another merit of the proposed modelling framework. 

Equilibrium chemical potential is inherently linked to the lithiation level of a particle and thus to the mass conservation in the active particle, 
which can, in its most general form, be written as 

∂cs

∂t
= ∇⋅

(
Dscs

RT
∇μ
)

, (A.6)  

where cs represents concentration of Li in solid and Ds represents the diffusion constant in the solid. 
The applied modern LFP cathode material features primary particles in the size range of 100 nm with fast diffusion in a 010 crystallographic 

direction [56,57] and thus the characteristic times for diffusion are significantly shorter than the (dis) charge time of the battery [42,30]. Originating 
from Eq. A.6 and considering the aforementioned specifics of the material and notation from Eq. 3, the mass conservation equation in cathode particles 
is calculated as [29,30,3] 

∂cs

∂t
= (ae +

∑

l
aDC)jj,k, (A.7)  

where c represents the average molar concentration in active particle and jtot
j,k is total molar flux across the particle surface defined in Eq. 3. 

Averaged chemical potential μ that governs the molar flux jtot
j,k in Eq. A.7, as defined in Eqs. 5, 6, A.5 and 2 can be explicitly written in two different 

limits that were used in presented simulations. Low current limit averaged chemical potential reads: 

μL = μ0 +

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RTln
(

cs

cmax
s − cs

)

+ Ω
(

1 −
2cs

cmax
s

)

; cs under first spinodal point

0; cs between spinodal points

RTln
(

cs

cmax
s − cs

)

+ Ω
(

1 −
2cs

cmax
s

)

; cs above second spinodal point

(A.8) 

In the high current limit, the chemical potential reads: 

μ(x) = RTln
(

cs

cmax
s − cs

)

+Ω
(

1 −
2cs

cmax
s

)

. (A.9) 

Ω represents regular solution parameter. Particle size dependant Ω was used in the proposed model where relation between Ω and particle size L is 
governed by the equation: 

− 31.4435RT nm
L

+ 1.42925RT =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ω(Ω − 2)

√
+ ln

(
Ω −

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ω(Ω − 2)

√
− 1
)
. (A.10) 

Detailed justifications and derivations of relations in Eqs. A.8, A.9 and A.10 are provided in the reference [30]. 

A.3.2. Graphite anode 
Mass balance in anode particles is calculated with an assumption of spherical particles and a constant isotropic diffusion coefficient in the following 
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widely applied diffusion equation, for example, in references [23,41]: 

∂cs

∂t
= Ds

1
r2

∂
∂r

(

r2∂cs

∂r

)

. (A.11) 

There have already been some insightful attempts to model graphite’s chemical potential mechanistically, e.g. [58,59], however, as graphite is not 
subject to such a pronounced inter-particle Li redistribution and as these models still feature some deficiencies in modelling open-circuit voltage 
potential in the whole range of Li concentration [58], its potential is modelled as 

UEQ(x) = U0(x), (A.12)  

where U0(x) is usually fitted to the experimental data. 

A.4. Exchange current density 

The exchange current density i0 in Eq. 5, applied at the anode side, can be written as 

i0 = i0
′

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ce

cref
e

x(1 − x)
√

, (A.13)  

where cref
e represents the reference concentration of Li-salt in the electrolyte. The exchange current density i0 in Eq. 5 at the cathode side is derived 

from regular solution theory [60] and can be written as 

i0 = i0
′

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ce

cref
e

x(1 − x)exp
( Ω

RT
(1 − 2x)

)
√

, (A.14)  

where Ω represents the regular solution parameter [29,42]. 

A.5. Heat generation due to diffusion in active material 

Equation for the heat that is generated due to the Li diffusion flux in the active electrode material 26 was derived from the equation published in 
[40]. Reference [40] offers the expression for total generated heat during the lithium diffusion in active solid that reads: 

qLi,ts = − F
∂U0

∂cs

N→
2

Ds
, (A.15)  

where z+ represent charge number of diffusion specie, F is Faraday constant, U0 equilibrium voltage, c concentration of diffusion specie in solid, N→+ is 
diffusion flux and Ds is diffusion coefficient. By taking into account the relationships: 

μ = FU0, (A.16)  

∇μ =
∂μ
∂c

∇c =
1
cs
∇cs, (A.17)  

and 

N→= − Ds∇cs, (A.18) 

Eq. A.15 is transformed to the Eq. 26, that was used in the proposed modelling framework. 

A.6. Comparison between 1D and 2D computational domain 

The Fig. A.2 shows a computational domain of a full cell sandwich consisting of cathode, separator and anode component which is discretised 
either with 1D structured mesh across the cell or with 2D unstructured mesh. Computational meshes are generated with the open source mesher Gmsh 
and are imported to the proposed modelling framework, which supports both types of meshes, i.e. structured and unstructured types. Governing 
equations presented in Fig. 3 are solved implicitly in the computational domain for Li-ion concentration, solid- and liquid-phase potentials and 
temperature. 

Consistently with Figs. 4 and A.3 presents results of the three analysed modelling approaches: Advanced Electrode Topology (AET), Newman 
primary particles and Newman secondary particles. Presented results clearly indicate that differences in results of discharge curves obtained with 1D 
and 2D computational domain differ negligibly for a particular modelling approach and that differences in modelling approaches to represent cathode 
material are much larger compared to the differences due to dimensionality of the computational domain. Similar trend can be observed for heat 
generation (Fig. A.4), where again differences in modelling approaches to represent cathode material are much larger compared to the differences due 
to dimensionality of the computational domain. 
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To further assess impact of spatial influences, Figs. A.5 and A.6 present impact of variation in porosity on the heat generation, which is a realistic 
case virtually representing nonuniformities in the production process. Fig. A.5 expectedly clearly shows interdependence between variation in 
porosity and local heat generation, which is an inherent results of coupled treatment of transport, electrochemical and heat generation phenomena. 
However, Fig. A.6 in addition shows that for the same average porosity and reasonable spatial porosity variation total heat generated in the cathode 
does not change notably. These results confirm that 1D model can be applied in a study aimed at modelling outbreak of the thermal runaway, as in 
such a study the heat up of the entire cell and thus total heat generation is most important, since temporally resolved temperature gradients are much 

Fig. A.2. Representation of the computational domains with (a) 1D structured mesh containing 25 control volumes (10-5-10 for cathode-separator-anode) and (b) 2D 
unstructured mesh containing 100 control volumes (44-18-38 for cathode-separator-anode). 

Fig. A.3. Comparison of the three simulated discharge characteristics at 2C modelled using a 1D computational domain from Fig. 4 (1D domain) with the corre-
sponding results modelled using a 2D computational domain. 

Fig. A.4. Comparison of the total heat generation in the cathode between AET and Newman secondary particles modelled using a 1D computational domain from 
Fig. 5 (1D domain) with the corresponding results modelled using a 2D computational domain for (a) higher 2C rate and (b) lower C/20 rate. 
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larger compared to spatial intra-electrode temperature gradients. 
This fact is also important in the view of computational times that increase with finer mesh, which is to a large extent related to increase in size of 

the Jacobian matrix. Compared to computational times of the model using 1D computational domain (Fig. A.2a), which are reported in Section 3.5, RT 
factor using 2D computational domain (Fig. A.2b) and and the time-step of 1 ms or frequency of 1 kHz equals around 667, whereas it reduces nearly 
linearly with the increased integration time step, as presented for the 1D model in Section 3.5. 

Appendix B. Model parameters 

This section presents model parameters used in the modelling framework. The parameters are divided into four groups. The parameters related to 
the electrolyte are listed in Table B.1. The parameters related to the electrode materials and separator are listed in Table B.2. Parameters related to the 
thermal model are listed in Table B.3. Finally, the parameters related to the anode degradation mechanisms are listed in Tables B.4 and B.5. 

Fig. A.5. 2D representation of the randomly distributed porosity of 0.05 around ∊ in both electrodes with constant values in the separator (left). Calculated spatially 
distributed heat generation with this variable porosity at the end of 2C discharge on the 2D computational domain (right). Total heat generation result from this case 
is shown in the Fig. A.6 under “AET: 2C 2D ∊(random)” label in the legend. 

Fig. A.6. Comparison of the total heat generation in the cathode with constant porosity ∊, gaussian distributed porosity with standard deviation of 0.05 around ∊ and 
randomly distributed porosity of 0.05 around ∊ for AET model, 2D computational domain and with 2C rate. 

Table B.1 
Model parameters for the electrolyte. References [61,39,62].  

Parameter Unit Value 

cref
e  mol/m3  1000 

De  m2/s  4⋅10− 10  

Tref  K 293.0 
t+ – 0.363  
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Table B.4 
Degradation model parameters. Remarks: ☆adjusted. References 
[18,28,69,9,70].  

Parameter Unit Value 

ALi− el
f  1/s 2.5⋅1013  

ASEID
f  

1/s 1.66⋅1015  

AeD
f  1/s 5.14⋅1025  

Ape
f  1/s 2.0⋅108  

ELi− el
a  J/mol 1.32⋅105  

ESEID
a  J/mol 1.38⋅105  

EeD
a  J/mol 2.7⋅105  

Epe
a  J/mol 0.99⋅105  

hLi− el  J/mol 12352 
hSEID  J/mol 41634 
heD  J/mol 94181 
hpe  J/mol 30715 

cEC
0  mol/m3 4541.0 

DEC  m2/s 2.0⋅10− 18  

iLPL
0  A/m2 10− 6☆  

kSEI
0  

m/s 2.5⋅10− 16☆  

MLi  kg/mol 6.49⋅10− 3  

MSEI  kg/mol 0.162 

MLFP  kg/mol 0.158 

Me  kg/mol 0.152 
Tref  K 293.0 

USEI  V 0.4 

αLPL  – 0.5 

αSEI  – 0.5 

κSEI  S/m 1.75⋅10− 4  

ρLi  kg/m3 534 

ρSEI  kg/m3 1690.0 

ωSEI  – 1.0  

Table B.5 

Function dependencies for ionic conductivity κe, activity coefficient 
(

1 +
∂lnf±
∂lnce

)

and open circuit potential U0(x) for anode material. For the specific entropy 
se(x), the values for both electrodes were extracted from plot in [63]. Note that 
the first two empiric equations take as an input electrolyte concentration ce in 
units of mol/L.  

Parameter Unit Function 

κe(ce,T) A/Vm ce

10
( − 10.5+0.074T − 6.96⋅10− 5T2 +

+ 0.668ce − 0.0178ceT + 2.8⋅10− 5ceT2+

+ 0.494c2
e − 8.86⋅10− 4ceT2)2 [38,39]  

(

1 +
∂lnf±
∂lnce

)(

ce,T)
– 1

1 − t+
(0.601 − 0.24c0.25

e +

+0.982[1 − 0.0052(T − T0)]c1.5
e ) [38,39]  

U0
anode(x) V 0.7222 + 0.1387x + 0.029x0.5 − 0.0172x− 1+

+ 0.0019x− 1.5 + 0.2808exp(0.90 − 15x)−
− 0.7984exp(0.4465x − 0.4108) [64]  

se(x) J/mol K Numeric table extracted from [63].  

Table B.2 
Model parameters for electrode materials and separator. Remarks: ‡full cell sandwich (assumed), *carbon coated LFP, ☆assumed. Refer-
ences [46,54,63,64].  

Parameter Unit LFP Graphite Separator 

brugg – 1.5 1.5 1.5 
cmax

p  mol/m3  22,800 30,555 / 

Ds  m2/s  5.0⋅10− 13  3.9⋅10− 14  / 

L  μm  70‡☆  55‡☆  30‡☆  

P  m/s 5⋅10− 9☆  / / 

Rp  m 400⋅10− 9  4.3⋅10− 6  / 

Tref  K 293.0 293.0 293.0 

U0  V 3.451 Table B.5 / 

α  – 0.50 0.50 / 
∊  – 0.49 0.36 0.92 

φV,b+cf  – 0.05 0,05 / 

σ  A/Vm 1.0*  68.58 /  

Table B.3 
Parameters of the thermal model. Thermal conductivity was assumed to be constant for a mixture (electrode, electrolyte, binder and carbon 
black) in the cross-plane direction of the electrode surface with value of 3.39 W/m2K and in in-plane direction with value of 20.06 W/m2K 
[65]. References [65–68].  

Component Density Specific heat  

ρ [kg/m3]  cp [J/kg K]  

Electrolyte 1290.0 1580.0 
LFP 1500.0 1260.0 
Graphite 2660.0 709.0 
Separator 492.0 1978.0 
Binder + carbon black 1750.0 1120.0  
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